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Little about us

CRAFT YOUR  EVENT

Your Ultimate Resource for Memorable 
Gatherings! Welcome to Craft Your Event, 
where we empower you to create unforgettable 
moments. Explore our extensive catalogue filled 
with everything you need to bring your vision to 
life.

From exquisite decorations and customizable 
invitations to top-of-the-line equipment and 
entertainment options, we offer a curated 
selection of high-quality products and services 
to ensure every detail is perfect. Whether you’re 
planning a wedding, corporate function, or an 
intimate gathering, let Craft Your Event be your 
trusted partner in making your event dreams a 
reality.
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Inflatable Games

Football Darts
Kick, Aim, Score!

Combines the precision of darts with the excitement 
of football. Players kick soccer balls at a giant 

dartboard, aiming for high-scoring targets to test 
their accuracy and skill. Whether you’re a football 

fanatic or a darts enthusiast, this unique hybrid 
sport promises fun for all ages.

Archery
Hit the Target, Inflate the Fun!

Dive into the exhilarating world of archery with 
our inflatable targets. Perfect for outdoor events, 

parties, or team-building activities, Inflatable 
Archery brings the timeless sport to new heights of 

fun and accessibility.



Inflatable Games

Gladiatorial Joust
 Rise, Joust, Conquer!

Get ready to duel in the most epic way possible with 
our inflatable gladiatorial jousting arena. Challenge 

your friends, family, or colleagues to a battle of 
balance and strategy atop inflatable pedestals, 

armed with padded jousting poles.

Bungee Run
 Stretch Your Limits, Bounce Back Stronger!

Run, Jump, and Reach for the Sky! Experience the 
ultimate adrenaline rush with our inflatable bungee 
run. Strap on your harness, sprint down the runway, 
and see how far you can stretch before being pulled 

back by the bungee cord.



Inflatable Games

 Football Billiards
Kick, Score, Win!

Where Soccer Meets Billiards! Get ready to kick 
your way to victory in this exciting fusion of two 

classic games. With a giant inflatable billiards table 
and soccer balls as your cue balls, players aim to sink 

colored balls into pockets using only their feet.



Outdoor Games

Sumo
Where Every Match is a Gigantic Laugh!

Size Up, Suit Up, Wrestle On! Step into the ring and 
embrace the hilarity of sumo wrestling with our 

inflatable suits. Packed with laughter and friendly 
competition, participants suit up, bounce, and 

grapple their way to victory.

4-Way Volleyball
Serve, Spike, Dive!

Gather your team and prepare for the ultimate 
volleyball showdown in our inflatable arena. With 
four teams competing simultaneously, the action 

never stops! Dive, jump, and strategize your way to 
victory in this thrilling twist on the classic game.



Outdoor Games

Large Beer Pong
Bigger Cups, Bigger Fun!

Elevate your party game with this larger-than-
life version of the classic favorite. Set up the giant 

inflatable beer pong table, grab your ping pong balls, 
and get ready for a competitive edge with a twist of 

hilarity.

Badminton Set
Serve Up Fun Anywhere!

Complete with sturdy rackets, a reliable net, 
and feather-light shuttlecocks, it’s the perfect 

companion for spontaneous matches in the park, at 
the beach, or in your backyard. Enjoy endless hours 

of fun and friendly competition with family and 
friends!



Outdoor Games

Trampoline
Reach for the Sky, Bounce with Joy!

Bounce into boundless fun with our durable and 
safe trampoline. Perfect for backyard playdates, 
fitness enthusiasts, or just unleashing your inner 

acrobat. Jump, flip, and soar to new heights of 
excitement!

Limbo
How Low Can You Go?!

Bring the carnival vibes home with our Limbo Set! 
Challenge your friends and family to bend, twist, 

and shimmy under the bar as it gets lower and 
lower. Perfect for parties, picnics, or any outdoor 

gathering, it’s guaranteed fun for all ages!



Arcade Games

Air Hockey
Glide, Strike, Score!

Feel the exhilaration of fast-paced competition with 
our Air Hockey table! Designed for adrenaline-

fueled battles, this arcade classic brings the 
excitement of swift puck movement and lightning-

fast reflexes right into your home or game room.

Table Soccer
Score Big with Table Soccer Thrills!

Experience the thrill of soccer in a compact and 
fast-paced format, perfect for any space. Gather 
your friends or family for intense matches filled 
with swift passes, daring shots, and goal-scoring 

celebrations.



Arcade Games

Arcade Basketball
 Shoot, Score, Win!

Bring the excitement of the arcade home with our 
Arcade Basketball game! Test your shooting skills 

and aim for a high score in this fast-paced and 
exhilarating competition. With electronic scoring, 
realistic hoops, and challenging time limits, every 

shot counts.

Table Tennis
Ace Your Way to Table Tennis Glory!

Serve up endless fun with our Table Tennis game! 
Whether you’re a seasoned pro or just looking for 
some friendly competition, our table provides the 
perfect setting for fast-paced rallies and thrilling 

matches. With smooth surfaces, responsive paddles, 
and precise netting, every point is a testament to 

skill and precision. 



Arcade Games

Billiards
Rack ‘em Up for Billiards Thrills!

Experience the timeless appeal of this classic 
game in the comfort of your own home or game 
room. With smooth felt surfaces, precision cues, 

and authentic pockets, our table provides the 
perfect setting for thrilling matches and friendly 

competitions.

Beer Pong
 Sink, Sip, Score!

A modern twist on a classic favorite, our Arcade 
Beer Pong game amps up the excitement with 

illuminated cups and electronic scoring. Perfect 
for parties or casual hangouts, it’s the ultimate way 

to test your tossing skills and enjoy some friendly 
competition.



Lawn Games

Giant Chess
Checkmate in the Great Outdoors!

Add a touch of majesty to your outdoor gatherings 
with our oversized chess set. Crafted for both visual 

impact and strategic depth, this larger-than-life 
version of the classic game invites players of all ages 
to engage in epic battles of wit and skill amidst the 

beauty of nature.

Giant Checkers
Fun on a Grand Scale!

Take your game to new dimensions with our 
larger-than-life checkers set. Perfect for outdoor 
gatherings or backyard fun, this oversized version 

of the classic game promises hours of strategic 
excitement for players of all ages.



Lawn Games

Snakes and Ladders
Checkmate in the Great Outdoors!

Scale up the fun with our giant version of this 
timeless board game! Perfect for outdoor 

gatherings or family game nights, players of all ages 
can climb ladders and dodge snakes on a larger-
than-life board, adding an exciting twist to this 

beloved classic.

Giant Jenga
Rise to the Challenge and reach New Heights!

Stack up the excitement with our oversized Jenga 
set! Crafted from sturdy blocks of wood, this larger-

than-life version of the classic game promises 
towering thrills and suspenseful moments for 

players of all ages.



Lawn Games

Bean Bag Toss
Aim, Toss, Score!

Elevate your outdoor fun with our bean bag toss 
game! Perfect for backyard gatherings or tailgate 

parties, this classic game challenges players to 
test their aim and accuracy while enjoying friendly 

competition and laughter.



Tabletop Games

Jenga
Tread Carefully, Triumph Boldly!

Carefully remove wooden blocks from the tower 
and stack them atop, but beware of causing it to 

tumble. Perfect for gatherings or quiet nights in, this 
classic game provides endless fun and challenges for 

players of all ages.

Selections of Puzzles
Piece Together Your Perfect Escape!

Dive into a world of captivating challenges with 
our selection of tabletop puzzles! From intricate 

designs to mind-bending illusions, each puzzle offers 
a unique opportunity to sharpen your mind and 

indulge your curiosity.



Tabletop Games

Chess
Master the Board, Conquer the Mind!

Immerse yourself in the timeless strategy of our 
tabletop chess set! Command powerful pieces 

across the board, plotting your moves with precision 
and foresight. Whether you’re a seasoned player or 
new to the game, chess offers endless opportunities 
for intellectual stimulation and thrilling competition.

Checkers
Jump into Action, Crown Yourself Champion!

World of tactical maneuvering with our classic 
tabletop checkers set! Strategize your moves as you 

aim to outsmart your opponent and claim victory. 
With its simple rules and deep complexity, checkers 

is the perfect game for players of all skill levels.



Tabletop Games

BattleShip
Plot Your Course, Sink Your Rivals!

Navigate the high seas of strategy with our tabletop 
Battleship game! Deploy your fleet, plan your 

attacks, and outmaneuver your opponent to sink 
their ships before they sink yours. With its blend of 
suspense and cunning, Battleship promises thrilling 

naval warfare adventures.



Other Games

Frisbee Throw Jab Sticks PrisonersHoop Toss

Big Feet Relay Skipping Race Dizzy Bat RaceZorb Balls Shoot-Out

Wheelbarrow Race Zorb Bowling SubsoccerThree-Legged Race



Activities

Tug of War
Harness Your Strength, Seize the Rope!

It’s a battle of brawn and teamwork in this classic 
outdoor activity. Teams compete head-to-head, 

gripping the rope tightly as they strain against each 
other’s might. With strategy, coordination, and 

sheer determination, participants aim to pull their 
opponents across the line to claim victory.

Slalom Potato Race
Balance, Agility, Victory

Add a dash of excitement to your outdoor festivities 
with our Slalom Potato Race! Participants weave 

through a series of obstacles, skillfully balancing a 
potato on a spoon as they navigate the course. It’s a 

test of agility, balance, and speed, guaranteed to bring 
laughter and competitive spirit to any gathering.



Activities

Giant Bowling
Roll Big, Score Bigger!

Transform your backyard into a bowling alley with 
our thrilling Giant Bowling game! Towering pins 
stand tall as players take turns rolling a jumbo-

sized ball to knock them down, aiming for strikes 
and spares. Perfect for family gatherings, parties, or 

team-building events.

Wrecking Ball.
Crash, Smash, Conquer!

Participants strategically swing a foam wrecking ball 
to demolish towering structures, testing their aim and 

coordination in a thrilling race to victory. Whether 
you’re hosting a party or team-building event, the 

Wrecking Ball Game promises high-energy fun and 
unforgettable memories for all involved.



Activities

Axe Throwing
Precision, Power, Perfect Your Throw!

Under the guidance of trained instructors, 
participants learn the art of axe throwing, honing 

their technique and accuracy with each toss. 
Whether you’re a seasoned pro or a first-timer, 

it’s the perfect activity for team-building events, 
bachelor parties, or simply unleashing your inner 

lumberjack in a fun and safe environment.

Giant Connect 4
Giant Fun, Giant Vibe and Giant Wins!

Engage in larger-than-life fun with our oversized 
Connect 4 game! Strategically drop colored discs 

into the towering frame as you aim to connect 
four in a row, challenging friends and family to 

outmaneuver each other in this timeless game of 
strategy and skill.



Other Activities

Egg & Spoon Race Duck, Duck, Goose Card’sOne-Legged Race

Balloon Pop Relay Freeze DanceHula Hoop Contest Jump Rope

Football Knowledge 
Chair

Capture the FlagMusicals Knowledge 
Chair



IN NEED OF SOME MORE INFORMATION?
Explore our comprehensive catalogue for detailed information on our 

diverse range of products and services.

If you have any other questions or want to know more about other 
options, feel free to contact us directly via the website, email, or phone 

number.

Dive deeper into specifications, features, and benefits to make well-informed 
decisions that meet your specific needs. Discover more about our offerings 

and find the perfect fit for your requirements.
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